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Abstract

Application of the Filtered-X LMS adaptive filter to active noise cancellation requires to estimate the transfer 

characteristics between the output and the erroi signal of the adaptive canceler. In this paper, we derive an adaptive 

cancellation algorithm and analyze its convergence behavior when the acoustic noise is assumed to consist of multiple 

sinusoids. The results of the convergence analysis of the Filtered-X LMS algorithm indicate that the effects of parameler 

estimation inaccuracy on the convergence behavior of the algorithm are characterize by two distinct components:Phase 

estimation error and estimated magnitude. In panicular, the convergence of the Filtered-X LMS algorithm is shown to be 

strongly affected by the accuracy of the phase response estimate. Simulation res낞Its of the algorithm are presented which 

support the theoretical convergence analysis.

I. Introduction

Adaptive approaches have widely been used in active 

noise cancellation applications in which the unwanted 

noise sound is adaptively synthesize with the equal 

amplitude but opposite phase, resulting in the cancellation 

of the acoustic noise as shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the input microphone can be replaced by 

other non-acoustical sensors such as tachometers or ac

celerometers in which case the possibility of the speaker 

output feedback to the input microphone is removed [1]. 

For instance, periodic noises to be cancelled can be gen

erated using its fundamental sinusoid. The adaptive filter 

outp나t derives the loudspeaker in such a way that the 

acoustic noise and the loudspeaker output can be 

summed to null at the error microphone.

Although any adaptive algorithm can be used in Fig. 

1 is not appropriate. The reason is that the acoustic path 

between the filter output and summation point of the 

error signal is frequency sensitive, which acts to distort 

the phase and magnitude of the error signal. In turn, the 

distortion of the phase and magnitude in the error path 

can degrade the convergence performance of the LMS 

algorithm. As a result the conver응ence rate is lowered, 

the residual error is increased, and the algorithm can 

even become unstable. For these reasons, it is necessary 

to use the so-called Filtered-x LMS algorithm [4] for 

which the transfer characteristics between the output and 

the error signal of the adaptive canceler must be esti

mated and the result be used in the adaptive algorithm.

Acoustic Path

Figure 1. Basic adaptive active noise canceler configuration.

In many practical applications, the acoustic noise to 

be cancelled is generated by rotation machines and thus 

can be modeled as the sum of a fundamental sinusoid 

and its harmonics [5], In this paper, we derive an ad

aptive canceller structure and analyze its convertgence 

behavior when the acoustic noise can be modeled as the 

sum of a fundamental sinusoid and its harmonics [6][기. 

The convergence analysis is focused on the effects of 

parameter estimation inaccuracy on the performance.

Following the introduction, we give a brief de

scription of the underlying system model in Section II. 

The results of the convergence analysis and the simul

ation are presented in Sections HI and IV, respectively. 

Finally we make a conclusion in Section V.
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II. System Model

Since the loud speaker-air-microphone path ot Fig. 1 

is linear, one can easily get the equivalent system as 

shown in Fig. 2. When the noise consists of the multiple 

sinusoids only, the acoustic and loudspeaker-acoustic- 

microphone paths can be described by the multiple 

in-phase (/) and quadrature (Q) weights as shown in 

the upper branch of Fig. 3. For the m-th sinusoidal noise 

the adaptive canceler structure also becomes to have two 

weights cof m{n) and with 1 and Q inputs,

and respectively. Thus the output of

the m-th canceler, y허(龙), is expressed as

ym(n) = xLm(n) 4- wQi m(n) xQ^m(n) (1)

where

슨牧師(死),

Xqe(担) = Amsin(a)mn+ 饥”)스/시，”sin

m : branch index = 1, 2, 3,…，M, 

n : discrete time index

A : amplitude,

a)m : normalized frequency,

叽 ：random phase.

Figure 2. Rearranged form of canceler for linear system.

Also, referring to the notation in Fig. 2, the error signal 

e(n) is represented by

ein)~

-*4 ”{ Cl.fflcos 妙，”3) + Cqmsin 叩厲、n)} 
m -= 1

-Qwsin + cQimcos Wm(n))

a)Qim}] + ??(n)

where

Fig니「e 3. The diagram for the adaptive active noise can
cellation system.

巴3) 스卧)= «)),
m= 1

: 90° phase-shifted version of e/

7( n) : zero-mean measurement noise.

Assuming that and a)Q_m(n) are slowly time

varying as compared to xkm( n) and xQitn(n), the 

phase-shifted output is given from (1) by

3© 꺼(#)= ，書(性) (砂}

=(舟 sin W#)}.
(3)

From (1), (2), and (3), one can obtain as LMS wei마it 

update equation by minimizing e2(n) and using a gr

adient-descent method as

= S.꺼3)+“e(沥 {。/5尤/5(小 +(七＞次工0꺼(〃)}, 

(性 + 1) = + c/, m xQt„( n) + g

(과)

where m=i, 2, M and /z is a convergence constant.
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It is noted that to implement the filtered-x LMS 

algorithm of (4), the values of Cj and Cq must be est

imated [8]. In the following, we analyze the effects of 

replacing c1>m and in (4) with cAm and cQ m on 

the convergence behavior of the canceler.
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Figure 4. Time const거nt;
(a) mean of the weight error magnitude,
(b) summed variance of the weight errors.

III. Convergence Analysis

A. The mean of weight error (Magnitude)
To see how the adaptive algorithm derived in (4) 

converges for inaccurate c；_ m and we first in

vestigate the convergence of the expected values of the 

adaptive weights. From the underlying signal model (Fig. 

2), E [切坦(必]and E [a)am(n)] are expected in the 

steady state to have a)i m and q)q respectively. To 

simplify the convergence equation, we may introduce two 

weight errors as

") 스 m
(5)

and "”(〃) 스 n) ~

Then, from (2), (5) and Fig. 2, we get

= - i)i. n)x!t m( n) - m( n)x^ m( w),
(6) 

e^,w( n) = - n) xQ^ m( n) + y,„( n) xL n).

Inserting (5) into (4), we have

e(&+1)= w( K)+ M){ C /, «) + C w Xq. J },

m(北 + 1)= "Q m(刀) + "m©(賢)(产人 커* Q c q, „,(«)).

⑺

Rearranging (7) with (2) and (6), taking expectation 

both sides of the resultant two weight error equations, 

we can get the following convergence equation based on 

the independent assumption on the underlying signals;

7(n), and、，丄 That is,

/ E [yz>m(«+ 1)] \ / am Bm\ I £ [w/,w(«+ 1)] \ (幻
\ E (刀+1)] 丿 〔 - int ) \ E [〃0꺼3 + 1)] )

where 스 1 一 * ),

Bm 스 ~2 ^rn( C /_ m f Q, m — C], m C) .

Here, defining gain and phase response parameters as

슨+ Cq, ”?，

- /c/_ +

切5 으 tan 7(응끄 ),

and 初成 스 tan % 요하) 

' CI.m

am and 歸 in (8) can ahemativ이y be expressed as

。既 슨 1 — 歹 # *4  应 mcos a 6、m,

Bm 쓴 ■志 #*套£ 侦顷 COS (아)

where A 0c m 슨 0Cfty，—

Also, using similarity transformation we can convert
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(8) into the transformed domain as

I E [vAw(M+l)]\= / 0 \( E +
{ E 丿 ( 0 ITq꺼八 E + 丿

(10) 

where

爲.，/=打”〃1舞牌 g 꺼 {cos",，” 士丿 sin△心} i = LQ

It should be noted from (10) that since 尢由's are 

complex values, so are the transformed weight errors. 

Therefore, we consider the convergence of the magnitude 

of the transformed error as

Pe(”1) = |1 一i= LQ (11) 

where pf；m(n) 쇼 [竜師(#)]].

We can see from (11) that the magnitude converges 

exponentially to zero (i. e., £[<w/,m(w)] to under 

the following condition

11-/1,. J < 1 V, i= I, Q (12)

Squaring both sides of (12) yields

1 一“，”疋g”总 com”，” +十以武g膈” < 1

0 5次 4岸sa?，” 顷 0<xz.m<l (13)
A m S m

where

"허 = 4 cos △歸 ,

The time constant of the exponential convergence is 

derived from the following:

e-l/r,'" 스 ]--- —

T i, m

=I 1 一 爲,，」for larg rI>m, i = L Q (14)

From (11) and (14) we get

i =____ ___________________ 1________________________
1 -y 1〜“协疋务爲COS +十人島疋/浦％

=------- ?-------------------i---------------- .--------- (15)
1 -V 1一4尤九꺼 (1 一尤〈由 ) cos^3c m

B. The sum of the squared weight errors
Next we investigate the convergence of the mean-squ

are-error (MSE), Me2(w)]. Using (2), (6) and (8) we 

can express the MSE as

£fe2(n)]=幺彖〃 )+(兄

1

=十 幺疋 g%%2)+ <4 (16)
乙 m= 1

where

就 스 E[^?2(«)]»

&(?2)슨 £[m(n)] + £[VQt

It is noted from (16) that the convergence study for 

the MSE is equivalent to that for the sum of the mean- 

squared weight errors. Inserting (5), (2) and (6) into (4), 

squaring and taking expectation of both sides of the 

result yields

1) = 7 m m( n) + &« (17)

where

스 1 —Pm Snt Km COS 0c,m

+ 击“%A,g混％ [9-cos(2A6>cm)]t

스 此 A%/危%

Thus, when | 시〈 1, (17) has the solution as

7”” &(0) + 는# 8m. (18)

Consequently, the convergence condition of the sum of 

the squared weight errors can be obtained from(18).

I 7” 丨〈1. (19)

Solving (19) yields

OS,〈■須一酉辭談迅；/曲 、or 0<z^.s<l (20) 
A^gm gm ( 9 — cos2△”m)

where

仝 -2 gm 方(9 一 cos/。”) 

fs ~ 卩 16 COS △Sc .

where i = I and Q.
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The time constant of the exponential convergence is 

derived from (18) and (14).

r = . 1________________
Tm，5 卩LA2m gm gin {cos a e(. m~e}

=9一 (2])

16 无，(1 f") cos"△仇顷

where

£ 스 T置也 gm(9~ cos2A^t. J.

We can obtain the steady-state value as

&?(8)=《為 / (l-/w)

________ Um gn;勇______

一^w(cos m-£)

— , ,________ 16 ______________ (22)

(1 一 "D {9 — cos2△。。，꺼}

The results of the convergence analysis are summariz

ed in Table I .

IV. Sim니ation Res니ts

Res니ts of computer sim니ation are presented in this 

section along with those of the theoretical analysis of the 

Filtered-x LMS algorithm in section HI. For convenience, 

we consider a single sinusoid case. Tlie input signal 

x(n) and desired signal d(n) are given as

x(”) = N{cos(의需■ + M + cos(^Id)"

d(丸)=£] }

=0.6以 i(担)一 0 丄七 i(处)+0.3*/,  1(殂)一0.3电.13).

(23) 

where the sinusoidal frequencies of the sinusoid and sam

pling were 120 Hz, 240Hz and 2KHz, respectively. Tlie 

variance of the zero-mean measurement noise was 0.001. 

The initial weight values were all zero. The simulation 

results were obtained by ensemble averagin응 1000 in

dependent runs. The convergence constant 卩 was 0.002.

Fig. 5 show the learning curves obtained from the

analysis and simulation of the summed variance of

weight errors when the phase errors | A 0(\ are (1) 0° ,

(2) 45° , (3) 60 , and (4)75° .

Figure 5. Learning curves of 
weight errors.
⑴丨△仇4= 0D ,
⑶丨△仇〕= 60。,

the summed variance of the

(2)丨△仇」=45° , 
(4)丨¥시 = 75。.

It can be seen from the figure that the theoretical 

results for the summed variance behavior agree well with 

the simulation result. We can also see that, the convert- 

gence speed is the fastest for | △ Q | = 0° .

V. Conclusion

We can easily see from Table I that the effects of 

parameter estimation inaccuracy on the convergence be~ 

Table 1. The results of the convergence analysis of the Fihcrcd-x LMS algorithm.

mean of weight error (Magnitude)
〃 nt /I m Kwi女 m 

"J 4cosA0cm

Summed variance of weight errors

스 卩* 企 m〔9 —COS(2A£")]
"l 16cos a

Stability condition
M.q쯔스虹

A，次應m 

or 0 < < 1

0 , , 16 COS A
Pn， A2 w[ 9 - cos (2 A 0e, w)]

or 0 < 丄 < 1

Time constant 1 9 — cos (2 八 0e w)
1-V 1-贝 1 -Xfrr./)cos2A. m 16%w.,(l -,zm.5)cos2A^m

Steady-state value 0 _ _ ___ _______ 16/m, sb" 一一

끼 妒m(l -珈$)[9iccs(2/展c”?)]
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havior of the filtered-x LMS algorithm are characterized 

by two distinct components:Phase estimation enor

and estimated magnitude g. In particular, | △ I should 

be less than 90° for convergence. It is, however, noted 

that once x} or xs is selected, the convergence turns out 

to be determined only by A 0(. The convergence speed 

is the fastest for z=l/2 regardless of A 0c. When

△ 0^=0 and 自 =g the convergence result becomes the 

same as the LMS case. In conclusion, the convergence 

of the Filtered-x LMS algorithm is shown to be strongly 

affected by the accuracy of the phase response estimate.
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